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E A S Y  E M A I L  M A R K E T I N G

GLOSSARY



A free piece of content that you give to
potential clients in exchange for their

email address.
List Builder
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The group of subscribers who have shared
their email address into your email

software.
Email List

The term we use to refer to either an
email out to your list or your mailing

software.
Mailer

A set of curated emails automatically sent
at prescribed times in a particular order.Sequence

The phrase we use to describe the style of
emails that target and build trust with

your new subscribers.
Nurture

A connection of events that take your
potential client on a particular journey

through various actions and events.
Funnel

A label given to a subscriber after they
complete a certain behaviour, usually

automated in your funnel
Tags

Sections of email subscribers usually in
groups. Sometimes used instead of a 'tag'

and means the same thing.
Segments
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One particular email sent out to a set of
your subscribers. Broadcast
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A prescribed series of events you create
either inside or outside of your email

software.
Workflow

As above, but usually on referring to the
set of actions, events and conditions

attached to your email subscriber's
behaviour.

Automation

A special type of Pin which includes many
frames and allows you to tell a 'story' on

the Pinterest app.
Idea Pin

A standard or video pin which promotes
your list builder offer, including an access

link.

Lead Magnet
Pin

Search Engine Optimisation, the term
used to help target your blog content (and

pins) to search terms
SEO

The art of creating appealing and
engaging words in on digital media such

as blogs, pins and emails. 
Copywriting

The exclusive and legal rights given to the
owner (often the creator) of their work.Copyright
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A curated profile of your ideal client,
based on what you know about those who

buy from you.
Client Avatar

Users who decide to leave your email list.Unsubscribers

The term assigned to a regular email
containing multiple pieces of information,

imagery and offers. 
Newsletter

Your subset of the internet under your
control - usually your website address. Domain
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